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9.9.1.34 Multilingual PORTABLE

with wondershare dr.fone, you can retrieve lost contacts, text messages, photos,
videos, whatsapp messages, etc. for those with the following requirements: need to
recover deleted, damaged, or lost contacts and text messages; need to recover lost

images, video, music, and document; need to restore contacts, text messages,
videos, whatsapp messages, etc. rescue data from iphone, ipad, mac, android,

windows phone, facebook, imessage, whatsapp, apple music, viber, telegram, and
more. wondershare dr.fone is the worlds 1st data recovery software for android

smartphones and tablets. dr.fone toolkit android data recovery. masterdata
scanner. 2.0. in order to restore data from damaged mobile phones, you need to
use a professional data recovery program.fone toolkit android data recovery is

based on a high-tech data recovery algorithm which allows you to recover any kind
of data, such as contacts, messages, videos, photos, and so on. in case you lost
your videos, contact, images, documents, whatsapp messages, etc. on the cell

phone, after a long time, it becomes unreadable, unreadable, or lost; these data are
very important to you. as a professional data recovery tool, wondershare dr.fone

can help you. with wondershare dr.fone ios, you can retrieve deleted text messages
from your iphone and ipad. this program not only recovers lost contacts but also

restores deleted sms, videos, images, contacts, etc. wondershare dr.fone's stability
and effectiveness are far beyond the market's best. moreover, you also can recover

iphone data from mac, itunes, and windows.
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the wondershare dr.fone is a trusted android and iphone data recovery tool. it is a
thorough application that recovers lost files, contacts, messages, photos, videos,

etc. from your iphone and android devices. the software is an easy-to-use app with
simple interface. you can use the program to restore data files from multiple

devices connected to your pc. you can recover data from the camera roll, gallery,
contacts, video, whatsapp history, photo stream, bookmarks, safari history, etc. this
includes videos, photos, contacts, call logs, contacts, voicemail, calendar, images,
emails, and much more from your android device. with the wondershare dr.fone

data recovery software, you can easily recover files, contacts, videos, photos, and
other important data from your android and ios smartphone. this mobile data
recovery software helps users to recover deleted messages, contacts, photos,

videos, etc. from ios or android devices. it performs a thorough scan of the device
along with the main folders of your android or ios device. the software also supports
both android and ios devices. wondershare dr.fone is a versatile smartphone data
recovery software for ios and android. the windows version of the tool can recover

deleted or lost sms, photos, contacts, videos, files, call logs, and more from ios
devices. to recover deleted data, you should download wondershare dr.fone on a pc

or mac. this program will automatically launch when the device powers on, and
allows you to save recovered photos and videos. wondershare dr.fone is compatible
with windows os 10, 8, and 7 as well as mac os sierra 10.12.5, 10.11.5, and 10.10.5.
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